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20/7/22 
Dear Parents & Carers, 
 

 
We come to the end of another school year; a year that has seemed a little more 
normal, as we’ve looked to blend the return of in-person activities, such as school 
productions, sports day, PGL with the best things that we ‘kept’ from the online world, 
such as Google Classroom and online parent consultations.   
  
What wasn’t ‘normal’ was of course the OFSTED inspection that took place a few weeks 
ago. As we communicated at the time, the resulting report is a glowing testament to 
the many strengths of Grove Road and its leadership, and I hope you all took great 
pride and confidence in your school and the positive, nurturing environment the whole 
team creates for your children.  
  
As always, the success of the school comes down to Mrs Wilson’s leadership and her 
incredibly dedicated and talented team and I want to thank them each of them for all 
that they do. One of the strengths of Grove is the real partnership that exists between 
the school and you, as parents. We are lucky to have such an engaged community of 
parents who contribute so much; it is greatly appreciated. We’d especially like to thank 
everyone who volunteers to support FOG and the events they run through the year – 
everything they raise goes directly to improving the experience of the children.  
  
Another important partnership is the one we enjoy with Tring School and the wider 
Ridgeway Learning Partnership (RLP). This goes from strength to strength, with our 
children and staff continuing to benefit from the structured collaboration and 
opportunities this brings. This is especially apparent when we see the way our Year 6 
leavers are transitioning so effectively to Year 7.   
  
So, as we recognise all that’s been achieved, we look forward to what the new school 
year will bring. Until then, we wish you all a wonderful summer holiday and look 
forward to welcoming everyone back to Grove Road in September.  
  
 
Julian Cacchioli 
Chair of Governors 
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